THE STAFFORD BRANCH CANAL / RIVER SOW NAVIGATION
ST THOMAS’ / BASWICH AQUEDUCT: AN INSIGHT
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David Jones
Introduction
The Stafford Branch Canal left the Staffordshire and Worcestershire Canal at
Baswich, near St.Thomas’ Bridge (Bridge 101), opposite the site of the former
Baswich Salt Works (now the Baswich Industrial Estate), and there was an elegant
Roving Bridge at the junction. There was then a small pound (about 100 feet long
and 20 feet wide) with sandstone walls; the towpath and Lock House were on the
left.
The channel led to a cast-iron trough aqueduct over a drainage channel which
then directly entered St.Thomas’ (or Baswich) Lock. This was a most unusual
arrangement on the canal system
The lock was built to the same dimensions as locks on the Staffordshire and
Worcestershire Canal and had a nominal fall of 6 feet 6 inches but the actual amount
depended on the river level. Boats would leave the lock and turn left to follow the
River Sow upstream. After about a mile, boats would enter a short channel (to the
left of the White Bridge) that led to a wharf just before Green Bridge in the centre of
Stafford.
The Aqueduct
It seems that the decision to fill in the Lock and remove the Aqueduct and small
wooden bridge alongside the aqueduct over the Deepmore Drain was taken in June
1935. Three months later it was reported that the lock had been demolished. In
March 1936 it was confirmed that the lock had been demolished but the small
wooden bridge alongside had been retained “as the deep sides of the drain would
need fencing if the bridge were demolished.” It was also stated that the bridge was
in good condition.1
At present (January 2016) the only information known about St Thomas’ (Baswich)
Aqueduct is that it was a cast-iron trough which directly entered St Thomas’
(Baswich) Lock. There are no known images of the aqueduct and nothing is known
about its actual design, dimensions or where it had been manufactured (or by which
company) or when. It cannot even be assumed that this was the original one made
between 1814 and February 1816 when the Sow Navigation opened.
In view of the present lack of knowledge, this article attempts to suggest what the
aqueduct at Baswich may have been like by considering possible similar structures
on the inland waterways.
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A key factor is that it is very unusual to have an aqueduct above a lock that
then leads directly into the lock.
It seems that there are only two other examples on the canal system.
One is on the River Lee Navigation in Hertfordshire, close to Turnford, where the
aqueduct above Lock 8 (known unsurprisingly as Aqueduct Lock) carries the Lee
Navigation over the Small River Lea2.
The other is on the South Stratford Canal in Warwickshire at Yarningale, close to
Preston Bagot, Claverdon and Henly-in-Arden, where Yarningale Aqueduct above
Lock 34 (Yarningale or Bucket Lock) carries the canal over Kingswood Brook. This
cast-iron aqueduct is approximately 42 feet (13 m) long and 9 feet (2.7 m) wide. It
was made by the Horseley Ironworks at Toll End in Tipton in 1834 and replaced the
original wooden structure (built between 1812 and 1816) that had been destroyed by
flooding.
Of the two examples, the Yarningale Aqueduct seems to be most promising in giving
some general impression of what St Thomas’ (Baswich) Aqueduct may have been
like, showing the approach to the aqueduct and the lock beyond. The following nine
photographs, taken at Yarningale in August 2015, may give a feel of what it was like.

(1) The approach to Yarningale Aqueduct and Lock 34 looking south, with the
towpath on the right.
At Baswich, this would have corresponded to the view from the Basin looking
towards the aqueduct, with the Lock House, hawthorn hedge and towpath on the left,
and the turf-sided edge of the Basin on the right.
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(2) The entrance to Yarningale Aqueduct (over Kingswood Brook) leading to Lock
34. The towpath (right) is on a level with the bottom of the trough rather than the top.
At Baswich, the towpath would have been on the left and level with the top of the
trough. The towpath crossed the Deepmore Drain on a small wooden bridge.

(3) A closer view of Yarningale Aqueduct leading to the top gate of Lock 34 and the
towpath on the right over Kingswood Brook.
At Baswich, the towpath would be on the left and cross Deepmore Drain on a
wooden bridge.
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(4) A closer view of Yarningale Aqueduct meeting the top gate of Lock 34.
At Baswich, the aqueduct would meet the top gate of St Thomas’ (Baswich) Lock.

(5) Looking back (north) at Yarningale Aqueduct from close to the top gate of Lock
34. The towpath on the left goes over Kingswood Brook.
At Baswich, the towpath would be on the right and cross Deepmore Drain on a
wooden bridge. The hawthorn hedge and Lock House would be seen beyond.
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(6) Yarningale Aqueduct, looking north from Lock 34. The towpath is on the left.
At Baswich, the towpath would be on the right.

(7) Yarningale Aqueduct, looking north from Yarningale or Bucket Lock (Lock 34),
with the towpath over Kingswood Brook.
At Baswich, the towpath would be on the right and cross Deepmore Drain on a
wooden bridge.
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(8) Yarningale Aqueduct, looking north from the top gate of Lock 34, towpath left.
At Baswich, the channel would lead into the Basin with the Roving Bridge at the
Junction directly ahead; towpath to the right with Lock House opposite moored boat.

(9) Yarningale or Bucket Lock looking north, with the top gate closed. The Aqueduct
is beyond the Lock and the towpath is on the left. The Lock has a rise/fall of 5ft 7in.
At Baswich, the towpath would be on the right, with Aqueduct, Basin and Roving
Bridge ahead beyond the Lock.
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Sources and Notes
(1) Stafford Council Estates & Works Committee Book 1934-1944: D5890/2/1/2/2.
Staffordshire Record Office.
(2) Note the difference in spelling of “Lea” and “Lee”. According to an Act of
Parliament in 1767 (G7 Geo III, c51) that authorised the canalisation of the navigable
River Lea from Hertford & Ware to the River Thames, the original, natural waterway
was called the River Lea, while the artificial waterway was called the Lee Navigation.
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